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Sex Dolls Intro

Sex Dolls of one kind or another have been around since before most of you reading this, were even born!  Called

"Dutch Wives" in the past, they were �rst invented by Dutch sailors during the 17th century.  These sailors were

out to sea for long periods of time and were in dire need for a solution to their "issues".  Using sewn cloth or expired

clothing, they would fashion the dolls into erotic dolls to be used for masturbation purposes.  The French called

them dame de voyage and the spanish referred to them as dama de viaje. 

Some of the dolls that the Dutch created were sold to the Japanese during the period of Rangaku and the name

"Dutch wives" was created to refer to the sex dolls.  This name is still sometimes used today!

 

More common place and introduced early  in the 20th Century, was the blow up sex doll as seen in the photo

above.  Inexpensive and widespread throughout every adult sex shop in the land and by mail order, it was sold

often as a gag gift for stag parties and the like.  There were even male models of the blow up dolls that were

presented to many a bachelors.  These early blow up dolls were generally made by welded vinyl. 

 

Heavy duty in�atable dolls were created later on, made from thick vinyl or heavy latex (without the welded seams)

or even polyurethane and silicone mix encasing a foam core.  These higher priced models often included aa water

�lled breast and ass, but even these mods couldn't disguise the dolls as anything close to the "real thing". 

 

While some did use the blow-up dolls as a masturbatory device, It wouldn't be until many years later before

manufacturing companies would create a more life-like and much more expensive, silicone doll.  
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Modern Sex Dolls
Modern sex dolls are nothing like their predecessors, which is good news if you are shopping for an ultra-realistic

sex doll to keep you entertained long into the night.   Today's dolls are much more complex, detailed and real to

touch than ever before.  In fact, they are often so real in appearance, that you will be shocked every time you enter

a room where one is until you become fully accustomed to the dolls presence!

Selecting Your New Sex Doll 
When choosing your companion, there aren't as many things to think about as one would anticipate.  Your budget

will be the biggest decider on what you get.  With the number of manufacturers ranging into the hundreds,  it can

be hard to tell the differences at �rst glance.   Generally however, like most things in life, the higher priced

manufacturers are typically using better quality TPE (more about that later) or Silicone to produce their models. 

There are no laws governing the sex dolls designs, so you will see many low quality companies using the same

design and appearance when producing their dolls.  This sort of tricks the consumer.

Some of the most popular sex doll manufacturers, companies known for their quality materials, customer service

and dedication to creating new designs and looks, include:

These are the 7 top brands I would recommend you shop for when selecting the retailer that you will purchase

from.   And while some of these manufacturers will sell direct to customer, it is HIGHLY recommended that you

purchase from an authorized dealer.   Purchasing from a dealer will allow you to take advantage of double warranty

on the dolls you purchase.  Also, communication can be dif�cult at times, depending on where you live, since most

of the manufacturers are based out of China.   So �nd a good reputable authorized dealer, located in your home

country, to develop a shopping relationship with.  We'll talk more about those companies later.

SEXYLAND DOLLS
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Sex Doll Options
When it comes to dolls options, the sky is literally the limit!  From hair colors and styles, to nail colors, toe colors,

piercings, eye colors, tongue / no tongue, full body, torso only, torso with arms, and the list goes on and on.   The

photos below show just a sample of the options available to the serious sex doll buyer.  

Most all manufacturers will allow you to custom created the look of your doll.  Make sure the local dealer you are

working with gives you the options necessary to create the doll of your dreams! 

  It's Easier To Make Good Decisions

When There Are No Bad Options. 
-Robert Half 
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We won't be talking about all the doll options that are available, but I would like to not some of the more crucial

decisions you can make.  Mainly the Feet, Breast and Vagina options. 

 Feet Options:   The option for "post feet" or standing feet/ versus non standing feet is very
important.   You can't change your mind after making this choice as feet are not
interchangeable.   If you plan on doing ANYTHING with your doll in a standing or upright
position, I HIGHLY recommend getting the standing foot option.  This will allow you to engage
in standing sex and will also allow you to stand your doll for photographs, clothes changes,
etc... Attempting to stand your doll without the standing feet option will result in severe
damage to your dolls feet and the doll will not be able to stand anyways.  Do do not attempt.

 

 
 Vagina Option:  A lot of sex dolls come with the option to remove the vagina for cleaning.  The
alternative is a built in vagina.  The built in vagina does appear more natural and realistic by far
but is a bit more dif�cult to clean than the removable type.  I recommend going for the realism
and ordering the built in option.  We'll touch on cleaning later in this guide.

 

 

Whatever options you chose, I'm certain you will be happy with your sex doll.  I've owned many dolls in the past and

each of them, despite being different, were all enjoyable and had unique qualities that made them precious and

enjoyable to own. 

One option that I ought to mention, although its really not an "option" per se, more of a manufacturing option to

look for when selecting your doll, the skeleton.   Some manufacturers will use PVC skeleton frame.   This is not

advisable .  Seek only dolls with articulating titanium frames!  These will provide years of durability and �exibility

but do cause the doll to weigh a bit more.   There are foam core dolls that are much lighter, but I would only

recommend to you in the case that you can not lift dead weight of 50# or more.

 

Breast Options:  While this option isn't a vital a decision as the feet option, there is something
to consider none-the-less.   Hollow breasts tend to feel a bit more realistic and will shake or
jiggle more, but can de�ate over time or under abusive conditions.  It is possible to inject more
air into the hollow breast cavity if breast begins deforming, so no need to worry to much. 
Personally I chose the solid breast design to allow for longer life and more rigidity, but they are
a bit more solid feeling.   Either way, I don't think the average doll owner will be disappointed
either way. 
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Silicone or TPE?
So your looking to treat yourself to a sex doll but what type of material should you get?  Silicone or a TPE ? This sex

doll material guide will be your start to choosing the doll of your dreams!

So then, Silicone vs TPE (Thermoplastic Elastomers or Rubbers), the ongoing dilemma of which material is safest,

cleanest and most durable. But its more than just those qualities that set these doll materials apart. Price is a big

factor as well as smell, durability, absorbability, and color, to start. But let’s start with the big one, the “feel factor”!

Most of you are going to want the most realistic experience you can have, after all what’s the point of owning a sex

doll if it feels like you’re having sex with a tree! Because of this, sex doll designers were creative in developing TPE

to �ll this need. TPE is typically more real to the touch. It also has a sort of elasticity to it that you don’t quite get

with the silicone alternative. In fact, it can be stretched just over 5 times its length! TPE is the go to material for

most love doll users because of this reason alone, not to mention you get a real “jiggle” of the buttocks and breasts

when rocking your doll.

Durability is also usually a factor in that decision as well, since TPE is signi�cantly more durable and can withstand

the stretching that occurs when positioning dolls, better. Both materials can be repaired, and both repair rather

easy as long as you follow the instructions on how to do so.

Smell can be an issue with some TPE, but the smell typically resides after a good warm body wash and dousing of

cornstarch baby powder. Of all the experience I’ve had, and all the forums I’ve read, the smell is usually the least

thing to concern yourself about since it will ultimately go away with either time or by bathing. The porous nature of

TPE is a downfall. TPE dolls can even leak an oil from its pores, so be careful where you like or “entertain” your doll.

The porous nature also means it will absorb stains from clothing and retains humidity, which can lead to molding.

So it’s extremely important to not only wash your doll after use, but dry it as well. This brings me to baths.

Bathing with a TPE sex doll is ok, but water temperature should NOT exceed 104 degrees Fahrenheit (40*C), any

hotter and your doll could be damaged! You won’t have this problem with Silicone, which I’ll speak more about

now. Silicone, which is a polymer material, is often used in items that need to retain sterility, think medical

implants. It keeps its original shape very well and deals well with extreme pressure. Due to its non-porous design,

keeping it clean is much easier and it won’t retain humidity like TPE will. The problems with Silicone Dolls however

is the price tag! Ranging from $2000 on the low end, all the way up to $6000 or more and if that weren’t bad

enough, the buttocks and breasts won’t even jiggle! Silicone is more stiff to the touch, noticeably so and is not as

durable as I mentioned earlier.

Which ever you end up choosing, just know that you WILL be happy with your new Sex Doll partner.  As I have said

before, there is something to be loved in just about any type of doll you chose.   And if you are anything like me,

once you begin on this journey, you will probably end up owning more than one!  So why not check them all out! 

But hopefully with this guide and the chart below, you can get a better understanding of the differences. 
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Use the chart to decide which sex doll material is right for you!  keep in mind how you will use your doll, the

environment it will be in and cost.
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TPE Dolls

 

 

TPE is the "new" thing when it comes to sex dolls.  Its pros tend to greatly outweigh the cons for most people and

it's very affordable in comparison to its silicone counterpart.   The next part of this guide we will go in depth

regarding the pros and cons and what you are required to do in order to maintain the quality of your TPE sex doll

over time. 
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Personally owning both TPE and Silicone dolls, and in the name of saving time for both the reader and myself, I am

going to focus the remainder of this guide towards the care, maintenance and understanding of TPE sex dolls.  If I I

get a demand for more information about silicone dolls, I will update this guide, but as a basic guide intended to

provide value and information to the �rst time doll owner,  I feel that the best option out there for �rst time owners

is TPE dolls and highly encourage you to make that choice.   If you feel I should include more information about

care  and maintenance on Silicone Dolls, please email me at gymaddict2018@gmail.com and I'll gladly update the

guide and email you the updated version!

Pros of the TPE material: 

Hypoallergenic

Latex-free

Often Phthalate-free

Life-like feel

Squishy

No odor

Smooth/Soft (not tacky)

Easy to clean

Hypoallergenic

Latex-free

Often Phthalate-free

Life-like feel

Squishy

No odor

Smooth/Soft (not tacky)

Easy to clean
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Cons of TPE Material

1. Often feels oily to the touch.   Applying cornstarch or baby powder over your sex doll will solve
the problem temporarily, but needs regular washing and re-applying of powder.

2. Temperature sensitive

3. Very Porous 

4. Can't be sterilized

5. Quality varies greatly by manufacturers use of chemical blends
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Maintaining Your Sex Dolls 

A lot has been said about the TPE material and we also covered it before, but in this post, we wanted to focus on

speci�c cleaning techniques and strategies that should help you make the maintenance routine simple and easy,

therefore systematic. What we like doing we don’t avoid after all. Think of it as taking a daily shower, brushing your

teeth and washing your sheets. Clean and fresh environment makes any given sensual experience much more

pleasurable and memorable at the same time.
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Beginners Guide To TPE Sex Doll Maintenance

Beginner’s luck is a real thing, but just as when going for a date - don’t leave anything up to chance. Be ready and

come prepared. Here are top �ve things to keep in mind when you order a sex doll and when your new TPE

companion arrives:

1. Handling and lifting: our dolls are as real as they can be, meaning also their weight is quite substantial. After

all, nobody cares about blow-up dolls anymore. In any case make sure you order a doll according to your

physical capability, make sure the size and the weight respectively are suitable for you. It is not so much the

weight but the fact that after all, at least for now, are still dolls, not robots - at least at this point (but we are

working on it!) With all that being said - there is a huge upside: playing with a love doll provides a perfect,

regular amount of physical activity and strengthening exercise. What else could you wish for? :)

2. Bathing and washing: to clean your fantasy sex doll, all you need is the spray bottle, baby wipes, powder, and

makeup brush. Place your doll horizontally on a �at surface such as a bed or soft foam pad. Using the spray

bottle add 70% water and 30% laundry detergent (unscented) and mix. Spray her front half and wipe using a

baby wipe, do this until her torso, arms legs have been cleaned. Dry her with the soft �eece towel and then

powder her to remove the tacky feeling to get the smooth skin feeling. It is not necessary nor really

recommended to shower or bathe your TPE doll (although no major harm should happen to the material

itself provided the water temperature is under 100°F

3. Positioning: move her limbs with your other hand holding a joint, for example, hold elbow when moving the

forearm. Your doll comes with an impressive range of motion but do be careful and gentle when posing and

moving your doll around.

4. Skin protection: no need for sunscreen here, but a few tips to keep the skin in the best possible condition

include: protect her legs with stockings or pantyhose, to avoid cuts, marks and makes getting clothes on it

easier

5. Interaction and intercourse: You may �nd this surprising but it is now unnecessary to use water-based

lubrication for sexual intercourse with your doll. It is safe to use Vaseline or baby oil for lube alternative. We

always recommend using a condom.
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Cleaning Your Dolls Internals
The Sex dolls ori�ces such as mouth, anus and vagina will need some extra care.   The dolls vagina is a high stress

area that is prone to tears over time.  It is best that you rub Nivea creme to the outer part of the vagina weekly.   If

you can't �nd Nivea, use anything that has mineral oil and will rapidly absorb into the TPE. The use of mineral oil

will keep the crotch area soft and �exible. 

Use the sex dolls vaginal irrigator when cleaning the inside of the vagina. I often use a foaming cleaner, pumping it

into the vagina and working it around with my �ngers until the inside is thoroughly covered. Once that is done, I

use the irrigator to �ush out the cleanser and then I set my doll upright to allow natural drainage of any water from

within.

Cleaning the outside is much easier, just wash the sex doll with antimicrobial soap and normal water.   Use care

when washing the doll head, I typically remove the head and wash separately by sink using care not to get water

inside of the eyes.  If you do, use a cotton swab to dab the water out of the eye, or better yet, remove the eyeballs

and thoroughly dry the inside cavity.

When drying your doll, towel dry gently and then allow to air dry.  Once dry, apply baby powder on the skin, it will

absorb any additional humidity left and allow you to dress your doll afterwards much more easy (assuming you

dress your doll and do not store). 

After a few minutes I use a soft material to stuff inside of the dolls vagina and anus to absorb any remaining water

and then follow up by inserting a tampon to remain in the doll until its next use, although pulling the tampon out

after 10 to 20 minutes is �ne too.

Sex Doll Hydration!?

The occasional hydration of your doll is necessary to keep it like new.  Mineral oil is used to do this.  First make sure

that your doll is clean, dry and free of baby powder.   Then simply apply baby oil on one side of the doll and allow

about 2 hours for it to fully absorb.   Once absorbed, �ip the doll over and repeat the process.   Using vaseline

around the anus, vagina, crotch and armpits can be bene�cial but takes about 12 hours to fully absorb. Vaseline

and Nivea creme contain a much higher mineral oil density than the standard baby oil, however for hydrating the

dolls entire body, using a good baby oil will be just �ne.
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Sex Doll Storage
 

Storing you doll in its original shipping box or similar container is the ideal way to store.   However, most doll

owners enjoy seeing their dolls regularly.  If this is the case for you as well, keep your doll in lighter color clothing,

preferably white as TPE material WILL absorb the color from dark clothing.   Also, change the dolls sitting or

standing position often.   Leaving the arms or legs creased for too long of a time will cause permanent "folds" to

appear in the skin.  Keeping the arms and legs in a straight down position is the ideal way to store either outside or

inside of the box.
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DO NOT USE THESE

Rubbing alcohol or anything containing such (ex. wipes, perfumes, soaps, toy cleaners, etc) will dry out the dolls

structure.   Irepairable micro tears will occur as well, so please do not use Alcohol around or on your doll.   If you

decide to use perfume, spray the perfume onto the dolls clothing and not the dolls skin.

Vegetable oil will also harm your doll, do not use this as it causes a barrier over TPE dolls skin that prevents it from

the breathing that it needs to last long.

Silicone based lube is not recommended for dolls.  Harm can occur.  You will need lubricant and the proper lube to

use is a water based lubricant only.  Please read the ingredient of any type of lubricant that you wish to use.

Rubbing Alcohol

Vegetable oil

Silicone oil:
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Sex Doll Retailers USA
There are MANY retailers available on the World Wide Web, however I don't have �rst hand experience with ALL

of them so I have to write in regards to the doll retailers I have had own personally known someone to have had,

positive experiences with.  Any company NOT on my Top 5 List does shouldn't be considered any less or more than

my recommended companies and I encourage you to reach out to the staff within those companies to get a feel for

their customer service and make the personal decision as to whether or not you want to develop that buyer/seller

relationship or not.  With that said, here are my Top 3 Sex Doll Retailers: 

1. Dirty Knights Sex Dolls -

www.dirtyknightssexdolls.com

2. SexyRealSexDolls -

www.sexyrealsexdolls.com

3. OV Doll -

www.ovdoll.com
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A Big Thank You
I hope you got some information you can use in selecting your next high quality sex doll.   Collecting sex dolls has

become a passion for me and I very much enjoy sharing that passion with others.  If there is anything you would like

added to this PDF, please reach out to me and I'll gladly revise to make this a more complete and thorough guide. 

Please excuse an misspellings or errors you may �nd.  This is my �rst time writing a guide and it's my �rst time using

the program I am using to do so!   

So with that I leave you with my �nal words and a quote.   I spent many years

wanting a sex doll.  I found every excuse not to buy one, yet found every excuse

to spend my money on things I didn't really want or need.  I �nally realized what

I was doing and thought to myself, "I only have one life to live and I shouldn't

worry about what people may think of my decisions nor should I worry about

spending the money on something that will bring me happiness".   I purchased

my �rst of many sex dolls after that day.   I now live my life how I want, doing

what I want and enjoying every minute of it.  I hope you are to!

 Life is too short to be living somebody
else's dream. 
— Hugh Hefner
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